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Transport emissions: significant problem in Asia
Emissions control policies: help achieve many
sustainable development goals (SDGs)
Policy implementation: significant problem in Asia
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Why is policy implementation challenging for transport emissions?
Requires combining four elements:
1. Clean Fuel

2. Technology: Diesel
particle filter

3. Regulation

4. Governance
(information, targeted
subsidies, compliance)
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We analyzed three scenarios that capture the implementation issue:
1.

National legislation as originally planned

2.

Current practices (incl. poor maintenance)

3.

‘Leapfrog’ to latest technology
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Emissions of BC from road transport in Kanto Region
TMG vs National policy
•30‐50% lower emissions of BC
in 2005 and 2010
•Faster achievement of
compliance with PM2.5
standards
•Effect of TMG policy ‘visible’
until 2020
TMG policy sensitivity
•Earlier introduction would
have provided only small
additional benefit
•Delay would result in half of
the benefit before 2010
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Concluding Thoughts
1. The co‐benefits of a successful diesel control strategy in Asia are sizable.
2. The GAINS model enabled a systematic evaluation of:
• Co‐benefits for other pollutants;
• Direct costs of action;
• Health impacts; and
• Climate impacts.
3. Many countries have struggled to quickly introduce a diesel control strategy, thereby losing the benefits.
4. Often the struggle is due to governance arrangements that lock‐in vested interests and weaken
compliance.
5. Sharing Japan’s experience in regulating diesel vehicles may help overcome implementation barriers,
saving money and lives in other countries in Asia.
6. Through the collaboration, GAINS is equipped with updated Japanese data (energy, transport, emission
inventory) enabling improved modelling and policy analysis that could help other countries in the region.
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http://www.iges.or.jp/en/sdgs/
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